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Head Fake's Michael Baker releases a nod to
new wave and personal growth with his latest
solo project, "Hasten Mercy."
Head Fake's Michael Baker gets personal with his latest project, "Hasten Mercy," available on

major platforms. 
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(Los Angeles, CA) September 24th, 2021 – Michael’s latest project, "Hasten Mercy," is

available on major platforms. Using retro synths and modern tools, "Hasten Mercy" is the

newest project from Head Fake member Michael Baker. Created around the question of

whether it is possible to refocus his musical energy after years of pursuing a path more traveled,

the EP is sure to enamor and inspire listeners. 

Known for being an enigma, Michael’s latest EP expands 80's music infusing pop and country

influences. Limited to three songs and written and recorded in a burst of creative output,

"Hasten Mercy" highlights the musical influences that shaped Michael's lyric-driven

melodies. 



ABOUT AMW GROUP

AMW Group is an International marketing and entertainment group founded in 1997. They have in their years of
existence established a unique and strong business network within the entertainment industry representing a
diverse roster of event properties, consumer brands and Grammy Award winning artists.

The company offers a wide range of branding, event, publicity and sponsorship services for national and
international clients.

"Hasten Mercy" is available on major platforms and can also be streamed here. 

About Head Fake’s Michael Baker

Married and uncertain of his future, a young Toronto native, Michael ignored the advice of his

musical mentors and headed off to law school, eventually landing in New York City. With a

young family and 18-hour workdays, music found its way into his home by singing his young

daughters to sleep and exposing them to various genres and styles. Oozing originality, "Hasten

Mercy" is destined to create waves by highlighting influences of the '80s such as The Smiths

and Stone Roses without changing the essence of his origin.
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